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SDS Wars
 Spoken Dialogue Systems: is it the same field?
 Are we doing the same thing (or even trying to)?
 Dialogue System Dichotomies:
 Different dialogue genres and domains and goals for systems
 E.g., Task-oriented vs chat

 Different algorithms and approaches
 E.g., rule-based vs end-to-end LSTM

 Different system construction methods
 E.g. Dialogue corpus vs simulated users

 Different evaluation methods
 E.g. BLUE vs Task success
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Goal 1: A New Hope
Intelligent machines that can talk like you and me

 SDS should be as human-like as possible:
 Humans are the only example we have of effective NL
use, therefore the “gold standard”
 Everyone knows how to talk to people, but we don’t know
how to talk to machines
 restricted, controlled languages are notoriously difficult to
learn and apply properly
 Computer Programmer is a skilled, high-paid job rather than
something everyone (who can talk) can do.
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Evaluation of Human-like Behavior: Turing Test
Turing, A.M. (1950). Computing machinery and intelligence. Mind, 59, 433-460.

Rather than trying to address question, “Can machines think?”, play “Imitation
game”, with language interaction to try to tell computer from person.
Turing’s example dialogue:
Q: Please write me a sonnet on the subject of the Forth Bridge.
A : Count me out on this one. I never could write poetry.
Q: Add 34957 to 70764.
A: (Pause about 30 seconds and then give as answer) 105621.
Q: Do you play chess?
A: Yes.
Q: I have K at my K1, and no other pieces. You have only K at K6 and R at R1. It is
your move. What do you play?
A: (After a pause of 15 seconds) R-R8 mate.
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Turing: Viva Voce Examination
Interrogator: In the first line of your sonnet which reads "Shall I compare thee to a
summer's day," would not "a spring day" do as well or better?
Witness: It wouldn't scan.
Interrogator: How about "a winter's day," That would scan all right.
Witness: Yes, but nobody wants to be compared to a winter's day.
Interrogator: Would you say Mr. Pickwick reminded you of Christmas?
Witness: In a way.
Interrogator: Yet Christmas is a winter's day, and I do not think Mr. Pickwick would
mind the comparison.
Witness: I don't think you're serious. By a winter's day one means a typical winter's
day, rather than a special one like Christmas.
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Approach to Simulation Spoken Dialogue Systems
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collect corpora of human-human dialogue
Analyze, theorize, formalize
Implement
Evaluate
Iterate
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Did it work?
 Some successes and interesting, and even useful
systems, but
 Even 68 years after Turing’s paper, systems still can’t
(really) pass the Turing test.
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What went wrong?
 Formalizing language competence and performance is
harder than people thought (and hard!)
 Role of context
 Role of world-knowledge/inference
 Common Sense
 Role of experience
 Meta-reasoning
 …
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Goal 2: The Empiricists Strike Back
SDS should not (and maybe can not) be overly human-like

 Machines don’t have human-level intelligence and
sensory capability, so can’t do “human-like” dialogue
 “Human-like” isn’t really the goal, being “useful” is
 People don’t want to talk to machines as if they were
people
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"Wizard of Oz Studies -- Why and How", Nils Dahlbäck, Arne Jönsson &Lars Ahrenberg.
Knowledge-Based Systems, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 258-266, December, 1993.

 Service encounters more simple than some kinds of dialogue
 less politeness/indirectness for computer

 People adapt to interlocutor's perceived competence
 Use WOZ data rather than human-human or human-system
 need future not current system interaction
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Dahlbäck, Jönsson & Ahrenberg 93 - Quote


"Much of our language behaviour, …, can be seen as a result of our attempts to find
the optimal compromise between two needs, the need to make ourselves
understood, and the need to reach this goal with as little effort as possible. It is a
well established fact in linguistic research that we as speakers adapt to the
perceived characteristics of our interlocutors. … Language directed to children is
different from language directed to adults, as is the case when talking to foreigners,
brain-injured people etc. There are good reasons to believe that similar adjustments
can and will be made when we are faced with the task of interacting with a computer
in natural language. One important consequence of this is that goals in some
dialogue research in computational linguistics such as ’Getting computers to talk like
you and me’ [23] or developing interfaces that will “allow the user to forget that he is
questioning a machine” [10], are not only difficult to reach. They are misconceived.”
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Ben Shneiderman “the Limits of Speech Recognition”
CACM 2000.
 Human-human relationships are rarely a good model for
designing effective user interfaces. Spoken language is
effective for human-human interaction but often has severe
limitations when applied to human-computer interaction. Speech is
slow for presenting information, is transient and therefore difficult to
review or edit, and interferes significantly with other cognitive
tasks.
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Staffan Larsson “Dialogue Systems: Simulations or
Interfaces?” Semdial 2005




Although perhaps nowadays many researchers would be wary of subscribing
to the view that a complete simulation of human language use is possible, the
precise extent to which this goal is feasible (and desirable) is still an open
question.
For research taking the “engineering” view, methodologies should be
concerned not primarily with how human cognition and language use works,
but rather with designing and engineering of useful and flexible humancomputer dialogue interfaces. If interface engineering is liberated from
concerns related to simulation, it can instead be focused on the creation of
new forms of human-computer (and computer-mediated) communication,
adapted to and exploring the respective limitations and strengths of humans
and computers.
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Approach to Spoken Dialogue Interfaces
1. Collect corpora of (human-human,) WOZ (, and
human-system) dialogue
2. Analyze, theorize, formalize
3. Implement
4. Evaluate
5. Iterate
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Evaluation of Interfaces
 Metrics

 Paradise (Walker et al 2000)

 Task success
 Efficiency
 User satisfaction
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DSD: Dialogue System Dichotomies
Dichotomy
AI Type

Strong AI

Weak AI

Thematic role

Agent

Instrument

Research Aim & Scope

Simulation

Interface

Main Discipline

Applied Cognitive Science HCI Engineering

Most relevant training data Human-human dialogue

WOZ dialogue

Evaluation

Human-like (Turing test)

Interaction Efficiency

Ultimate goals

Jedi seek to bring peace and
enlightenment to the galaxy

Sith hunger only for
conquest and control
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Goal 3: Attack of the Clones (Revenge of the Sims?)
Role-playing SDS should be as human-like as necessary

 Systems whose goal is to educate and allow practicing
human interaction skills need to trigger appropriate
context, attitudes and behavior to exercise those skills
 People do treat media like people
 Task effectiveness (and user satisfaction) require
similar interactions and relationships
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Reeves, B., & Nass, C. (1996). The Media Equation: How People Treat
Computers, Television, and New Media Like Real People and Places.


“Individuals’ interactions with
computers, television, and new
media are fundamentally social
and natural, just like interactions
in real life,”
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Features of Role-play dialogue
1. Characters have backstory




History
Personal attributes and
information
Tendencies



Personality
Culture

2. Characters have own goals, that
might not be the same as human
participants

3. Dialogue is (at least partly)
relational rather than
transactional
4. Dialogue task performance is
subordinate to other purpose
 Education
 Entertainment
 Assessment
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Examples of skills that are facilitated by Human-like training
roles








Language learning
Military leadership and decision-making
Interviewing (both sides, many types)
STEM education
Negotiation
Intercultural Interactions
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Approach to Role-play dialogue systems
1. Collect corpora of human-human, WOZ, and humansystem dialogue
2. Analyze, theorize, formalize
3. Implement
4. Evaluate
5. Iterate
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Role-play evaluations
 Dialogue Coherence
 Time on task
 Learning gains/Task performance
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ICT Role-Play virtual humans
Negotiation Bargaining Question Answering Interviewer








MRE: SGT, Medic, Mom
Saso: Doctor, Elder
Gunslinger: Utah, Harmony, Rio
TACQ: Amani, Hassan, Bradley, Sean Avery, …
Other Interviewees: SGT Blackwell, TWINS, NDT
Other Interviewers: SimSensei Ellie, CLOVR
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Aspects of Human-like dialogue (HLD)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Purposeful: goals, plans, intentions, action
Structured: structure of dialogue related to structure of purposes
Epistemic: Learning, remembering, and using knowledge
Metacognitive: Meta-reasoning and meta-dialogue capability
Multifunctional: Capability in multiple tasks, activities, genres,
Multi-minded: Multiple goals and multifunctionality of behavior
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HLD Aspect 1: Purposeful
 Methods of assessing different values to different outcomes
(Utilities, goals)
 Ability to choose or construct plans to achieve goals
 (somewhat) Persistent intentions
 Dialogue action to (partially) achieve goals, with reference to
plans
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Mission Rehearsal Exercise (1999-2003)



Setting: Bosnia peacekeeping mission. A U.S. Army platoon is carrying out
support mission, when an accident happens and a boy is hurt
Roles: (human, main agent, supporting, background)
 Lieutenant – platoon commander, young officer
 Sergeant – 2nd in command, more experienced
 Tucci – platoon combat lifesaver (medic)
 Mother –
 Other platoon leader (radio only)
 Medevac (radio only)
 Squad leaders
 Background characters – boy, squad members, crowd, reporter
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Sgt’s Negotiation Behavior
1

Render Aid
Medevac

Decomposition
Squads in area

2

Area Secure

A=Lt, R=Sgt
Secure Area

Decomposition

A=Lt ,R=S
7 Secure LZ

3

Secure 12-4
A=Sgt,R=1sldr

5 A=Sgt,R=3sldr
Secure 8-12

4

Secure 4-8
A=Sgt,R=2sldr

6 A=Sgt,R=4sldr
Secure Accident

…

Focus=1
Lt: U9 “secure a landing zone”
Committed(lt,7,sgt), 7 authorized, Obl(sgt,U9)
Sgt: U10 “sir first we should secure the assembly area”
Disparaged(sgt, 7,lt), endorsed(sgt,2.lt), grounded(U9)
Lt: U11“secure the assembly area”
Committed(lt,2,sgt), 2 authorized, Obl(sgt,U11),grounded(U10)
Sgt: U12“understood sir”
Committed(sgt,2,lt), grounded(U11), Push(2,focus)
Goal7:Announce(2,{1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr})
Goal8: Start-conversation(sgt, ,{1sldr,2sldr,…},2)
Goal8 -> Sgt: U21 “Squad leaders listen up!”
Goal7 -> Sgt: U22 “give me 360 degree security here”
Committed(sgt,2,{1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr})
Push(3, focus)
Goal9:authorize 3
Goal9 -> Sgt:U23“1st squad take 12-4”
Committed(sgt,3, {1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr}), 3 authorized
Pop(3), Push(4)
Goal10: authorize 4
Goal10 -> Sgt: U24“2nd squad take 4-8”
Committed(sgt,4,{1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr}), 4 authorized
Pop(4) …
A10: Squads move
Grounded(U21-U26)
30
ends conversation about 2, Happened(2)
Push(7,Focus)

HLD Aspect 2: Structured
 Current Chatbots and Task-oriented systems do well at local
structure (sequential utterances). But,…
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Is this valid (non-breakdown) or invalid (breakdown)
 S1: Who is collecting the tax?
 S2: My family's safety is very important to me.
 S1: We can protect your family.
 S2: Al is collecting the tax.
 Dialogue is structured not (just) sequential
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Dialogue Structure: Adjacency pairs are not (just) pairs of
adjacent utterances by different speakers
 Not all adjacent utterances
are directly related
 Some “adjacency pairs”
are not adjacent (fillers,
insertion sequences,
interruptions,…)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

N: What is your favorite kind of music?
U: Probably punk. Punk rock.
N: I like that, too.
U: Cool.
N: What other type of music do you like?
U: I like Indie, Indie rock.
N: Oh, really?
U: Yeah.
N: I like that, too. It’s good.
U: Yeah, I agree.
N: What is your favorite pet or kind of animal?
U: Cats. I love cats.
N: I like cats, too.
U : Cool.
N: Do you like dogs?
U: Yeah, I do like dogs.
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HLD Aspect 3: Epistemic
 Acquire new knowledge and vocabulary
 From interaction
 From web/news

 Alignment
 Use similar words, constructions, phrases
 Gestures, postures

 Do what works, increases engagement/satisfaction
 personalization
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Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 86 – reduced verbosity of referring
expressions
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Using Acquired Knowledge:
Revisit conversations appropriately
 Don’t just repeat the same story in the same way to
the same person
 Reminisce over interesting things when relevant
 New experiences
 Shared experiences
 Relevant experiences

 Integrate new information with similar previous topics
 perspective
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HLD Aspect 4: Meta-cognitive
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Situational Awareness
Understand what you are saying
Don’t be repetitive
Meta-dialogue
Maintain Immersion/avoid breakdown
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4.1: Understand the situation (as much as possible)
 Multimodal perception
 How many speakers
 Participant roles

 Ongoing (non-linguistic) tasks
 criticality

 Locus of attention (gaze, orientation)
 Cognitive load
 Readiness to engage/shift topics
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4.2: Understand what you are saying
 Be able to do Bi-directional processing (be able to
interpret what you say – as a listener would)
 Remember what you said
 Be capable of meta-language about your
utterances
 Be able to understand and answer “why” and “how”
questions
 Be able to give motivation, evidence and
rationalizations (argumentation) for what you say
Or be prepared to drop it.
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4.3: Don’t be repetitive



Don’t repeat the same utterance verbatim
Have different ways to say the same thing








Don’t ask the same query over and over





Lexical choice
Syntactic, rhetorical, and interactive structures
Summarization/elaboration
Speech acts/politeness
prosody
Even when you don’t understand
Learn when retreat is the better part of valor

Learn when to change topics
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4.4 Meta-dialogue
 Talk about the dialogue itself





topic/activity selection,
maintenance of conversational floors,
timing,
activity interleaving
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4.5: Maintain Immersion;
don’t let the conversation Break down
Martinovski & Traum 2003, “Breakdown in Human-machine interaction: the error is the clue”,
in proceedings of the ISCA tutorial and research workshop on Error handling in dialogue
systems, pp. 11-16.



Immersion: human feels engaged in the conversation,
communication feels natural, enjoyable
 Focus on task



Diagnostic: human having trouble communicating, trying to
cooperatively get back to immersion
 Focus on communication



Breakdown: human gives up, feels unable or unwilling to proceed
naturally
 Focus on escape/diversion
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HLD Aspect 5: Multifunctional: Don’t just do one thing
 Need to work together/talk about a range of tasks and topics
 Need to know which one to focus on when
 Ability to switch activities
 Ability to transfer knowledge from one activity to another

 Need to learn new tasks
 e.g. Allen, et al. AAAI (2007). PLOW: A collaborative task learning
agent.
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5.1 Activity Management
 1.1 Repeatable Activities
 Games
 Social chat/dynamic circumstances
 Story swapping

 1.2 Multiple activities
 Including traditional limited scenario activities, role-play
training, education, etc.
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Approaches for Combining activities
 Loose-coupling – systems for
individual activities, meta-dialogue
for launching (and returning)
 Simple, easier to get started add
activities
 Leverage best processing for each
activity type
 May have coherence issues

 Tight-coupling – one system
monitors, tracks and engages in
all activities





Better coherence
Opportunity to learn across activities
Opportunity to blend activities (e.g.
chat while game-playing)
May limit effectiveness of some
activities
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5: Be a good conversationalist





Be interesting
Have a range of conversational moves and strategies
Have a number of different types of things to say
Be a good listener
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5a: Be Interesting


Tell narratives








Tell stories
Relay news
Self-disclosures
Jokes
Gossip

Don’t monopolize the conversation



Don’t drone on
Be interactive






Give Leading information (prompts),
Assess follow ups
Continue/elaborate when prompted or when shown interest

Know when to shut up
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5b: Be a good listener


Listen and understand principal’s narratives


Classify type and respond appropriately












Attentiveness (backchannels)
Sympathy/Empathy
Prompts for next move
Clarification/elaboration requests
Assessments
follow-ups

Be attentive to what people want to talk about

Remember things for the future
Don’t be afraid to admit when you don’t understand


Don’t force the issue, give up when appropriate
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HLD Aspect 6: Multi-minded: Multiple goals and
multifunctionality of behavior

 Consider multiple goals
 some compatible
 some partly or wholly in conflict

 Resource limitations and uncertainty lead to satisficing
rather than optimizing
 Flexible reactions, shifts in priority
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Multiple Goals:
Some High-level dialogue goal types

 Task-related
 Transactional (talking to get something done)
 Concept learning (e.g., facts, word meanings,..)
 Task learning (how to do things)

 Social
 Identity-presentational (e.g., present self as competent,
interested, knowledgeable, attractive,…)
 Relational (e.g., dominance, affiliation, similarity, rapport)
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Multiple Goals & Utterance Multifunctionality:
Low-level example – follow-up to answer
 Relevant goal-types
 Advance dialogue efficiently
 Avoid misunderstanding
 Express current understanding
 Present opportunity to
confirm/refute understanding

 Avoid appearance of
incompetence
 Allow user choice of what to say
 Restrict user to what system
can handle
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Multiple Goals:
Cultural differences in importance of relational values?
Multi-Attribute Relational Value (MARV) Survey

Cross-cultural Differences

(Nouri & Traum Group Decision and Negotiation, 2013)
Rating scale: from -5 (no importance) to 5 (very important)

(Nouri & Traum Cross-Cultural Decision-Making, 2015)

Abbreviation

Value Description

5
4

3.9
3.5
3.0

Vself
Vother
Vcompete

Getting a lot of points

Vfairness

having the same number of points as the other player

Vjoint

Making sure that if we add our points together we got as many
points as possible
The player with fewest points (whoever that is) gets as many as
possible
Making sure to get some points (even if not as many as possible)

Vrawls
Vlower

The other player getting a lot of points

3

2.3
1.7

2

Getting more points than the other player

1

1.2

3.0
2.3
1.9

US
0.8

India

0.3

0

Introduction

bound

Vchance

2.6

3.6
3.3
2.9
2.9

The chance to get a lot of points (even if there's also a chance not
to get any points)

-1

Reported MARV values significantly different
between the two cultures for all the values except
“Self” according to t-test (p-value <0.05).
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Aspects of Human-like dialogue (HLD)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Purposeful: goals, plans, intentions, action
Structured: structure of dialogue related to structure of purposes
Epistemic: Learning, remembering, and using knowledge
Metacognitive: Meta-reasoning and meta-dialogue capability
Multifunctional: Capability in multiple tasks, activities, genres,
Multi-minded: Multiple goals and multifunctionality of behavior
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Summary
 Questions?
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